
Create a High
CONVERTING Landing Page

- HOW TO -

CREATE YOUR HEADLINE

Your headline is the first thing that

your visitors set eyes on.
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PROCESS BLUEPRINT

TRIVIA
Marketers have what is called a “Blink Test” which refers to the

commonly accepted 3-5 seconds during which a visitor lands

on your site, views it and decides if they want to take action or exit. 

This can make or break
your landing page

while explaining your

product/service’s unique selling point.

Keep it short, clear,
and catchy

Make this a no-nonsense,

all-out excellent image of your product!

Make this image large, high-quality

and relevant to engage your visitors.

HAVE A CATCHY SUB-HEADLINE

Once you have your visitor hooked, you have to convince them to stay.

Your sub-headline goes into a little more depth and detail than the main headline.

The sub-headline is where you explain clearly, the benefits of your product/service.

Think of this as part of a one-two punch: it supports the headline and delivers the

final impact, convincing visitors of your offer!

SELECT A POWERFUL ‘PRODUCT’ SHOT

Or
use videos on your landing page.
Studies have showed that using video on landing pages

can increase conversion by 80%.

Make sure you speak your

audience’s language. 

focused
on your visitor and the problems

that your product will solve for them.

in bullet point format 
to avoid any distractions for your visitor 

– people love to scan, so short and sweet

all the way!

Be sure to make it very clear to your visitors which action you would

like them to take, by having links, or buttons that stand out.

Adding social proof to your landing page

can be incredibly effective, by showing

your visitors real results from your

clients and boosting your

social credibility

Make your CTA easier to click with phrases like “no credit card

required” or “only 2 steps to sign-up”.

Keep your CTA visible by making sure it’s positioned well

(ex. Above the fold, or at the top and bottom of your landing page)

CRAFT A STRONG DESCRIPTION

Share about your
product or Your service

No need to get technical!

if using long or short copy works better, this

all depends on what you are offering so

don’t be afraid to split-test and see

what works best for you.

There is no definitive answer

BENEFITS, BENEFITS, BENEFITS!

Make sure to keep your benefits 

INCLUDE SOCIAL PROOF

INCLUDE A ‘WHITE-HOT’ CALL TO ACTION (CTA)

Examples of strong social proof can be

through: testimonials, awards, trust

symbols, company logos, or

customer reviews (even short videos!)

Adding contact information to your

landing page proves that you are a 

eal business, so don’t forget to add

details such as a mailing address, phone

number, or your email address with a

professional domain name – tell people

it’s okay to reach out if they

have questions!
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